Introduction
The purpose of this article is to describe a generalized version of a well known knowledge acquistion method, called attribute exploration. To get a rough idea of what these explorations are about, imagine you want to classify some collection G of items according to selected properties. For example, G could be a class of mathematical structures, e.g. groups, to be classi ed by structural properties like \commutative", \nilpotent", etc. Or G could consist of technical devices, car engines for example, and the attributes may re ect properties such as reliability, weight, price, and so on. But G might also be a set of persons, perhaps the students of your university, and the classifying attributes may be eld of study, age, degree, etc. Attribute exploration then would help you to explore the implicational logic of these objects wrt. the attributes they exhibit.
Computer implementations of attribute exploration have existed since the early 80s. With growing experience there has been demand for generalizations of the approach. In some applications one would like to include uncertain knowledge, negated attributes (Burmeister 2]) or background information (Stumme 9] ). It is our aim here to suggest a framework for doing all this. Our setting is somewhat related to that of Nowak 7] , but the two approaches were developed independently and have not yet been integrated.
A speci c feature of this knowledge acquisition technique is its mathematical rigour. We work with discrete data, not including probabilistic or approximative handling of knowledge. This may be seen as a limitation, but it also makes the results transparent and reliable. For the processing of mathematical knowledge this is an inalienable condition.
A lemma in Propositional Logic
When we discuss our approach with scholars having a background in logic, they often tend to translate our results to the language of propositional calculus. We therefore formulate one of our basic tools in these terms. Lemma 2 (Duquenne and Guigues) For a nite closure system S the set of implications B := fP ! S(P) n P j P pseudo-closed g is a non-redundant generating set for Th(S).
We introduce some basic notions and mention some elementary facts on implications that will play a rôle in the sequel. For a set S P(M) of subsets (not necessarily a closure system) let Imp(S) := Th(S) \ implications be the implicational theory of S, consisting of all implications in the theory Th(S) of S. ImpMod is a closure operator on sets of implications. ImpMod F is called the implicational theory generated by F. Lemma The set B(G; M; I) of all concepts of (G; M; I) with this order is a complete lattice, called the concept lattice of (G; M; I). not only help avoid combinatorial explosion; implicational statements are also particularly easy to comprehend by the human \operator". But sometimes the limitation to implications is too strict, and a relaxation is desired. Suppose, for example, that you try to classify groups with respect to given properties. Implications then may be used to encode that \abelian" and \nonabelian" are mutually exclusive attributes, but they cannot express that each group is either abelian or nonabelian.
We suggest a cautious generalization of the exploration procedure in which we allow the user to provide arbitrary (propositional) \background knowledge". The exploration itself will remain implicational, i.e. only implications will be asked. Already this modest generalization causes serious complexity problems. We will just ignore these until the next section, where we discuss possible ways to get around these di culties.
In the generalized version, all input from the user must be given in the form of clauses (A; N). This is certainly su cient, since every propositional formula is equivalent to a conjuction of clauses. A clause (A; N) may be used as input in two di erent meanings:
as a universal statement for objects: \Each object having all the attributes from A has at least one attribute from N."; as an existential statement for objects: \There is an object having all the attributes in A but none of the attributes from N." Note that the second is just the negation of the rst.
At any stage of the procedure let U denote the set of all the universal statements given as input, including the implications that have con rmed to be valid.
We are particularly interested in the implicational theory ImpMod U generated by U, and in the corresponding closure operator X 7 ! U(X) := \ fT 2 Mod U j X Tg on M.
Let E be the set of existential statements given as input. These statements generalize (and replace) the speci cation of \examples" in the original exploration procedure. We no longer require that an example must be completely speci ed, and allow partial information instead.
To give a rst impression of how such clauses may be applied, we come back to the example of the triangles (a more substantial example will be given below). The universal clauses that we use in this example are of particularly simple forms, namely (A; ) \Contradiction": There is no object having these attributes. ( ; A) \Exhaustion": Each object has an attribute from A. A suggestive way to code such clauses is to write a list of all possible attribute combinations of the chosen subcollections in form of contexts, one for each subcollection: a b 1 2 g d e f 3 4 5 The context representation can be used both for universal and existential clauses; the existential ones (\attribute combinations that we know to occur") are conveniently speci ed as a subset of the universal ones (\attribute combinations we cannot exclude"). The seven clauses given above are not su cient to generate the implicational base of gure 1. One implication has to be added: equilateral ! isoceles, acute angled : Also, the rows of the two contexts are not su cient as existential clauses. Examples have to be provided to demonstrate that \isoceles" is independent from each of \right angled", \acute angled", and \obtuse angled".
Clauses may contradict one another, and an implementation of the procedure as a computer program should check the consistency of the given data. This can be done using standard methods of propositional logic and will not be described here. We make the general assumption that U and E are compatible, i.e. that U E has a model. Note that U and E are compatible if and only if for every clause (A; N) 2 E there is a a set X M that realizes (A; N), i.e. satisfying X 2 Mod U; A X; and X \ N = : We will refer to such a family of sets as a realizer of E.
The information obtained from U about the possible realizers may be used to extend the statements in E. Clearly we have U(X) E(X) E (X): Proposition 2 Suppose that for some X M and some m 2 M the implication X ! m is not a consequence of U. Then U fX ! mg is compatible with E if and only if m 2 E(X) n U(X). Proof U fX ! mg is compatible with E if and only if it is possible to choose a realizer R of E such that each R 2 R respects X ! m. If m 2 E(X) n U(X), this can be done, since for each (A; N) 2 E with X 6 A there is some set T realizing (A; N) with X 6 T, and for each (A; N) 2 E with X A there is some T realizing (A; N) with m 2 T, according to the de nition of N .
Conversely, if U fX ! mg is compatible with E, then m 2 E(X), because there must be a realizer R of E satisfying R Mod(U fX ! mg). So for every (A; N) 2 E there will be a T 2 R containing A and disjoint from N, and if X T then m 2 T. So m 6 2 N by de nition and thus m 2 E(X).
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The proposition states that U can be extended by some implication if and only if there is some X M such that E(X) 6 = U(X). Since U is a closure operator we may assume that X = U(X). This suggests the strategy for the generalized exploration procedure:
Find the \smallest" set X M such that X = U(X) 6 = E(X): If no such X exists then the process terminates, and ImpMod U is the largest implicational theory containing all implicational consequences of U, which is compatible with E. If any X with X = U(X) 6 = E(X) is found, then the question X ! E(X) ?
is asked. The user must react either by giving an admissible universal clause (A; N) such that A X, N \X = , which then is included in U, or by giving an admissible existential clause (A; N) with X A, E(X) \ N 6 = , which then is added to E. This is repeated until the process terminates. What we have described is the interactive version. There is, of course, a non-interactive variant of this: Rather than asking X ! E(X) as a question, this implication is then automatically added to U. How can U(X) be computed, given U and X? The following proposition gives a rst answer which may however often be unsatisfactory, because computation is too complex: The problem of the approach described above is its computational complexity. Apart from checking the consistency, the main problem is to compute the operators U and E when generating the questions. If this turns out to be a serious obstacle, one might replace the operator E by E , which is easy to compute, and ask the question
instead. This is of course a partially \stupid" question because part of it could in principle automatically be answered by means of the data already present. But the original question X ! E(X) is contained as a subquestion. Thus replacing E by E may put more labour on the user, but the results remain correct and complete.
We can do something similar for U and introduce a closure operator U which is easier to compute and which satis es U (X) U(X) for all X M.
The question U(X) ! E(X) ?
then will, if necessary, be replaced by
To introduce U we split the set U of universal statements into two parts V and W with Th Mod U = Th Mod(V W); such that W consists of implications only (and V is small). This guarantees ImpMod W ImpMod U and consequently, if we de ne U to be the closure operator corresponding to W, U (X) := \ fT 2 Mod W j X Tg; we obtain U (X) U(X) for all X M.
Ideally, W generates the same implications as U, and the equality U (X) = U(X) holds. For example, W could be an implicational base for ImpMod U. The computation of U (X) is relatively easy, as mentioned in section 3 above.
It is worthwhile studying which implicational theories are closed with respect to consequences derived from a given set of clauses. This will be formulated in the theorem below. For a better understanding let us mention that in the examples we have studied so far, the \non-implicative" part V was relatively small, so that the consequences of V could be computed. Of particular interest are the prime implicants of V, by which we mean the minimal clauses in Th Mod V. Proof Is is immediate from the proposition that ImpMod(F V) is closed under all these rules. Suppose that, conversely, F is an implicational theory closed under exhaustion wrt. V. We must prove that every model of F is an intersection of models of F V. So let X be a model of F which is not a model of V. Then from the set of V-models containing X, i.e. from fY 2 Mod V j X Y g; a transversal T with T \ X = can be selected, and the clause (X; T) is a consequence of V. There must be some prime implicant (A; N) of V with A X, N T, and by the hypothesis F is closed under the (A; N) To distinguish many valued contexts from the formal contexts de ned in x3, the latter will sometimes be referred to as univalued contexts. As an example, we show the classi cation of the two-dimensional crystallographic point groups (i.e. stabilizers of a point p in the symmetry group of a planar ornament, see Hahn 4]) according to the rotations and mirror re ections they contain. The ten possible attribute value combinations are shown in gure 3, together with scales that describe the structure of the attribute values.
The derived context with respect to the scales given in gure 3 is shown in gure 4. is called the semiproduct of the scales S m . Any subset H G induces a subcontext of the many valued context and also its derived context in the semiproduct. Therefore, exploration of many valued attributes with respect to a given plain scaling can be understood as \exploration within a semiproduct". We generalize and consider \exploration within a given context", that is, attribute exploration with the additional restriction that all models can be choosen only from a given context, called the frame context. This is covered by the general approach developed in x4, since the frame context can be de ned using (universal) clauses.
But if the frame context of modest size and accessible for computation, the process becomes quite obvious and it is unnecessary to store lists of (universal or existential) clauses. We then use three (univalued) contexts for the bookkeeping: From G all objects are removed that are not models of (A; N). In E + and E ? the incidence relations are modi ed to encode the consequences of the clause. More precisely, we perform the following steps.
1. In P, the set of objects G is replaced by the subset fg 2 G j A 6 g I or g I \ N 6 = g; and the incidence relation is restricted to this subset. 7 An example
To demonstrate these methods we consider once more the classi cation of twodimensional crystallographic groups. It is well known that there are exactly seventeen such groups and that they can be classi ed according to attributes describing rotations, re ections, glide-re ections and their combinations. A list is given in gure 5 (Hahn 4], see Wille 11] for a concept lattice). This table can be viewed as a many valued context. For a plain scaling, the scales from gure 3 may be used; more precisely, the rot p -scale from gure 3 ts for the attributes rot, rot m , and rotkm, while the m p -scale is suited for m and g.
A proof that this list is complete is not very di cult. But it is tedious and therefore is skipped in most textbooks. We will outline how a proof could be \organized automatically" using the above techniques. But note that we do not intend to give an automatic proof! The mathematical argumentation will not be touched, the purpose of the algorithm is to support the case analysis.
A classi cation proof has to show that a) gure 5 contains all possibles cases and b) each entry corresponds to a unique solution. For brevity we treat only part a) here.
The example is particularly simple, insofar as the complete list of examples is given from the very beginning. This implies that the contexts E + and E ? , de ned in the previous section, are both equal to the derived context of gure 5 and remain unchanged. Existential clauses will play no rôle. The task is to nd a base for the propositional theory of the given examples. The propositions in such a base then require a proof; if all these are proved, the classi cation is complete.
We might for example use lemma 2 and apply the algorithm described in section 3 to E + (con rming all suggested implications). This yields an implicational base for E + , and we could prove the classi cation by showing that each of these implications holds for all crystallographic groups. It turns however out that an implicational base of E + consists of 57 implications. It is not a pleasant idea to organize a proof by dividing it into 57 cases.
If we use the \many-valued-contex"-approach as developed in section 6, the situation improves slightly. The \frame context" P is the semiproduct of the scales, and thus, having 6 2 5 3 = 4500 objects, is rather small. An implicational base of E + within this frame consists of 31 implications, which is better, but still too large.
The way to proceed is to further reduce the size of the frame context by adding universal statements. Loosely speaking, we simplify the problem by \telling the algorithm what we know" and will, in return, be told what remains to be proved. The implementation 3 I use returns in addition a list of the cases which have not yet been excluded.
One usually states the most obvious propositions rst, e.g., clearly every rotation has a center that either is incident with a mirror axes or not. Including this information reduces the frame context in our example from 4500 to 3270 objects and the size of the relative implicational base from 31 to 25.
A more systematic way to nd propositions that are easy to prove is to restrict to small subsets of the attribute set. We give one example. Select from gure 5 only the columns m and g, consider the derived subcontext (with the same scaling as before), its concept lattice and an implicational base, see gure 6. All these implications are, more or less obviously, true for crystallographic groups. They reduce the number of open implications to 18.
This may be repeated for other choices of attributes. The hope is that nally most of the trivial aspects are eliminated and the implicational base is reduced to the \essential" problems, i.e. to those that require a nontrivial argument. In our example, after comparing the attribute rot with each other attribute, the number of open cases reduces to 36, and nine implications remain to be proved. These are given in gure 7. 
Conclusion
We are con dent that the tool described above has some potential to support mathematical knowledge processing. It is apparent that there are many limitations: the method is restricted to a very speci c kind of knowledge, and, due to complexity reasons, is feasible for projects of modest size. But within these boundaries it may be useful and can handle more than trivial portions of mathematical knowledge. Using plain attribute exploration, Reeg and Wei 8] have completely explored the implicational theory of 50 frequently used attributes of nite lattices. Baader 1] has solved a representation problem in Description Logics using the exploration technique. We have applied the method to nd axiom systems for certain relational structures used in linguistic classi cation; we later found these characterizations in the literature, stated as theorems.
(We have worked with yet another generalization, combining the approach with that of Zickwol 12] , thereby including some elements of predicate logic.)
As said before, we do not expect that this method could replace any creative mathematical work. But it may ease the handling of some steps in mathematical work that is considered trivial, but tedious.
